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Comments re: NRI (9/10/20)
BCC Comments NRI draft report
(Story Map comments are provided following comments on the report)
1. Put reduced size maps in sections (to fit 8-1/2 x11), add full size maps in back or as separate
documents. It is difficult to print the report with different size maps within it.
2. Review of CFAs - the 1.7 acre one (or highlight the need to protect it in another way?) Any
CFAs look like they are no longer appropriate due to recent development?
At least one CFA has been developed or parts of it have been developed in the past year. This is
the case for CFA 6 (Three Stone walls). Somehow we need to reflect that in the CFA writeup.
3. Draft CFA table - I am providing a table that I created of the CFAs. It may still need editing,
but it makes it easier to compare the CFAs than the text-based listings. Perhaps adding is as an
appendix and referring to it in the CFA text section would be the best way to use it.
4. We talked about requesting photos from the public for certain species, but other than the
tracked species like the Blanding's turtle or hognose snake, which Bob mentioned, no other
specific species were suggested (Story Map).

Additional comments have been provided in the edited text document.
Format - report text should be left justified and 11 point. Tables should be 10 point.
Single space text and add spaces between paragraphs.
Watersheds- need to remove Soucook from text and maps (not in Bow).
Add Bow Pioneers to trail maintenance discussion (another responsible organization).
Re: buffer values didn't indicate what Bow really has. It talks about 100-foot boundary, prime
wetlands, different buffer limits. Make specific to what Bow has.
(at top of page). Vernal pool buffers- note the size needed to protect obligate vp species
Add Section- "Future work to be considered" (include verifying ag).
Careful with direct links to Nature Conservancy maps (link to conservation gateway page)
Include titles of referenced documents. The list of references in back needs to be completed.
Any reference mentioned in report or used needs to be in the references list.
Change population discussion; the increase in the last 10 years has not been as projected. (May
have been edited by SC).
Any information to reference for recommended percentages of protected land?
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Comments re: NRI (9/10/20)
Discussion about ponds and inclusion of Garvin's Falls impoundment is confusing. Clarify. Also
don't discuss Shoreland law until after a description of all the resources is provided.
Where does the 238 acres of ponds figure come from?
No mention of fish at all, even though there is existing information about fisheries from two
NHFG surveys that have been done in Turee Pond. Also there had been discussion about using
e-bird information early on in the NRI process.
Edits and corrections have been made to surface waters and wetlands sections. The Cowardin
classification report has been updated (FGDC, 2013) and references a revised 2.5m (8.2 feet)
depth to the lacustrine-deep water habitats (vs. the old 2.0 m or 6.6 feet).
We edited section on ag soils. Provide better intro in front of section so people don't get lost in
details that pertain to 2% of the soils in Bow.
Need to acknowledge that the 2020 WAP maps had been released as the NRI was concluding.
Add as an appendix -- How to report rare or tracked species.
-Also provide reference to NHB tracked species - towns list (not direct link, just actual name of
document, last version just issued in May 2020.
- As an appendix, occurrence model criteria and reasons the attributes were selected. (for the
three models and the CFA)
References to add beyond those you used directly:
Timber cruise report. I used it to provide information on the conservation lands. It is on the
BCC website.
Comments on Story Map
• This needs to draw people in and tell a story. Should generally follow the report.
We will provide photos -- at least one for the text section in each tab.
• Need more engaging text for story map sections.
• The stream labels in the Story map have as straight-line text. Please revise the labels to be
curved text following the stream course of the maps (as they are in the report maps).
• Center the Bow outline in the center of the non-legend area (not the center of the screen).
Tabs:
• The tab that is clicked on needs to have a more significant difference in color from the
others (the blue vs. grey isn't so apparent.)
• Each tab's legend needs to show the unique (tab-specific) legend items at the top, not at
the bottom.
Overview tab:
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Comments re: NRI (9/10/20)
We will provide a photo to use as the overview rather than the map that is shown.
Forest tab:
• Combine ag soils and forest soils tabs like the surface and ground water resources were
combined.
• Popup story for the town forests. -- or at least a photo of a recognizable tree.
Habitat Land Cover tab
Change the tab name to Wildlife habitat
Need to acknowledge that the 2020 WAP had been released as the NRI was concluding.
Water tab
Water tab/text was okay but remove "displayed" in parentheses. Need to explain that the map
can be switched from surface water to groundwater.
Does a link need to be added to be able to get back to the surface water map from the
groundwater map? Right now there is no way to toggle back.
Unfragmented land
Needs to have simple intro statement.
The unfragmented land map include very small fragments of land. What was the cut-off for
showing the polygons on the unfragmented lands map? Polygons below some lower threshold
(like 50 acres?) should not be shown as unfragmented, especially when not connected to other
parcels.
Conserved Public Land
• On the conservation lands map, for some parcels, when the ID number is clicked on the
pop-up shows no acreage (and no name). In some cases there may not be a name, but there
is a size.
• The text under "Conserved Public Land" needs editing. There is at least one incomplete
sentence.
• "privately-owned" should not be hyphenated ("privately owned")
Agriculture
Combine with Forest soils "Forest and Agriculture Resources" (like the Water tab combines
Surface water and groundwater).
Ag -- talk about hayfields rather than soils.
Conservation Focus Areas
Add a tab -- the last tab -- that is a map of the Conservation Focus areas.
text will need to be added to describe what Conservation Focus areas are.
Use the version of the map that has no parcel lines.
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9/10/20, 10:44 PM

BCC comments on NRI report, story map
Conservation Commission <conservation@bownh.gov>
Thu 9/10/2020 10:30 PM
To: Jeff@moosewoodecological.com <Jeff@moosewoodecological.com>
Bcc: Scrystall@gmail.com <Scrystall@gmail.com>
2 attachments (119 KB)
BCC-NRI draft report-comment-9-10-20.pdf; CFAs-draft-table.docx;

Hi JeffI apologize for how long it has taken for the review, which has definitely been complicated by
the commission not meeting in person -- and not being able to review big paper maps
together at a meeting!
In order to provide our comments on the report and StoryMap, I have provided 1) a separate
pdf in addition to 2) comments and edits made in a version of the report that we converted to
Word. It is downloadable from the link below.
https://www.dropbox.com/pri/get/NRI-Draft-report&finalmaps/Bow%20NRI_draft%20report_6-5-20_edt8-20-.docx?
_subject_uid=2309965776&w=AABriiXGDJBbyfrGF3tjXhJYrd2mbJMCx8zJaWiPFkHN8A
As I mentioned in an earlier email, one of the areas that commission members raised is
making the wildlife information, especially that obtained from field surveys, more apparent
(not necessarily by parcel). For example, the table in back (appendix B) of habitat block size
requirements is very generic. Can you revise it to reflect species in Bow — and perhaps bold
the names of those that were observed in the field?
We need to do one more quick review of the report before it is considered final -- and we will
need to schedule a public meeting (via Zoom) as well.
I wanted to mention that once edits to the StoryMap are made, we will have it hosted by our
regional planning commission since they have the ArcGIS online account.
Please let us know about any questions you have. We are looking forward to have this
resource to guide us and support our decisions in the future.
Best,
Sandy

Sandra Crystall
Chair | Conservation Commission
Town of Bow, NH
www.bownh.gov
All E-mails are for Official Town Business only and privacy should not be assumed. E-mails are public documents
unless subject matter is protected by State or Federal Laws.
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April 22, 2020
To:
Bow Select Board
From: Sandy Crystall, Chair
Bow Conservation Commission
Land Donation for Consideration by the Select Board
Earlier this year, David Pushee contacted the town and the Conservation Commission concerning the
donation of lot 13-4-117 (shown in yellow). The lot is owned by David's wife, Joan Pushee, jointly
with her brothers, Michael and Steven Chadwick. In 2019, the 25-acre parcel was appraised at
$99,600 (per the Vision Card). It is in current use (Forest land/ other recreation).
This first map shows the location of lot 13-1-117 (in yellow) and the nearby green town-owned land
of the Hammond Nature Preserve and Walker Forest. Bow Open Spaces holds an easement on Lot
112 which is owned by Andrew Richardson.
In addition, Lot 100-A (west of Hammond Nature Preserve and has a blue "pin") was the subject of a
subdivision approval (Hamilton Court) last year. As part of that open space subdivision approval, the
back (north) half of the lot (100-A) was donated to the town.

Walker Forest

Hammond Nature
Preserve
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The existing conservation lands and lot 117 are located in an area designated as the highest in the
biological region by NH Fish and Game in the 2015 Wildlife Action Plan. This lot connects these high
value areas. The addition of lot 117 to the existing conservation lands would be an advantage for
both wildlife and recreational purposes.

Your consideration and vote regarding this land donation is sought.
Thank you.
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